
Easy chair
33 ½" x 71 ¾"

Model Control Glove · Design by Jens Juul Eilersen

Back height (3 steps): 17 ¼" - 41 ¼" · Foot Support (2 steps): 9" - 16 ½" · Seat height: 15 ¼"

Scale 1:100
All overall dimensions correspond to frame sizes.
The drawings are not a detailed expression of how the final furniture appears.
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Easy chair
85 x 182 cm

Model Control Glove · Design by Jens Juul Eilersen

Back height (3 steps): 44 - 105 cm · Foot Support (2 steps): 23 - 42 cm · Seat height: 39 cm

Scale 1:100
All overall dimensions correspond to frame sizes.
The drawings are not a detailed expression of how the final furniture appears.

Control Glove is the ultimate reclining chair. Here you can control your sitting 
and lying position down to the smallest detail. Control Glove is made up of 
four independent sections which give the chair an unusually flexible anato-
my. Rest, read or watch TV? The neck support may be varied in 4 positions, 
the foot support in 2 positions, and the 3-step backrest programme varies 
from sitting to lying position. An elegant neck-roll is available as a supple-
ment. 
There are two pockets on the back of Control Glove for your favourite maga-
zines and newspapers.   
 
The upholstery and built-in comfort zones guarantee the unique sitting quali-
ty which is Eilersen’s trademark. It is almost as if the actual frame is moulded 
based on the anatomy of the body. The seat is constructed as a sandwich of 
three layers of foam with various grades of hardness and is finished with a 
layer of pre-compressed fibrefill which wraps around your body and ensures 
that Control Glove keeps its shape.   
 
Control Glove is available in sizes 85 x 182 cm. 
The two rubber wheels makes it easy to move and turn the reclining chair. 
 
 

Metal-tube frame with Nozag-spring and with a sandwich-structured uphol-
stery of highly elastic polyurethane foam in a 600 g pre-compressed, fibre-fill 
wrap. 
Control Glove is available with fabric or leather upholstery.  
Standard delivery is with removable covers. 
Standard delivery is with polished chromium-plated steel legs with two rubber 
wheels at the back, alternatively with black lacquered legframe (RAL 9004, 
matt) also with two rubber wheels at the back. 
The factory provides a 5 year guarantee, to cover frame, springs and cushion 
filling. No guarantee is provided for fabric and leather upholstery. Please see 
special information on selection of fabric and leather on www.eilersen.eu.
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